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Op to tiio present tine, the reliability of the determination
of aerodynamic characteristics at hypersonic Mach numbers by theor©-
tloal calculations has been unknown due to the laek of experimental
data. This report is the calculations of these ciiaracteristies by
four different theories of a wedge and a cone over a range of Ifcoh
numbers from 2 to IT.
Correlation of those results vith wind tunnel tests \sas not
possible due to scheduling difficulties of the hypersonic rrind tunnel
i
therefore, this report is designed to serve as the basis for comparison
of future hypersonic experiments.
Prom correlation of the various tlieorics it ie found that the
closest agreement to the exact theory at hypersonic speeds is given
by the hypersonic similarity theory. Above Slach numbers of about 3,
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The following we the symbols and notation with their definitions
used in this investigation*
p. static pressure of the flow* The subscripts denoto flow
field
1 • free stream
2 • flow behind shock or on body
o - stagnation conditions
8 - flow on surface of body
pressure coefficient AP/q
tT99 stream dynaaio pressure - y P m ~f
u. free stream velocity
a. speed of sound a, L \| -X- • Subscript indicates some
conditions as pressure p
P fluid density. Subscripts some as for p
Ml Ifeeh number ^L Subscripts sane as p
P
4
p inclination of shook wave, or the quantity y M.
2
- 1
* ratio of specific heats 1.4 for air
r, cylindrical or spherical coordinates
x^ Cartesian coordinates* Subscripts denote arthoconal direc-
tions of axis
u. v velocity components
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STMBflT, Ed (continued j
u*. V] indicate &L , fll where i, k ore coordiaBt.es of
•yotai being used
aeni-apex angle of cone or wedge, and flow deflection in
one particular ease
$ potential notation
a angle of attack
§, rli*' non^diatensional coordinates , or variables of integration
$ body thioloacea, or total apex angle
b body ler^sth
k thickness rr.ti© parameter ( *A>M

I. IITBRODXTIOTI
The purpose of this investigation was to calculate the aerodynanlo
oharaeteriotioe of a wedge and a cone at hypersonic Maeh numbers by
utilising the existing theories, and to correlate these results with
aotual test data.
The possibility of extending; existing supersonio flow theories to
hypersonic speeds has been investigated only theoretically up to this
time, due to the laok of experimental data at hyporaonio liach numberb.
How the existence of a hypersonic wind tunnel rualreo such test data
available, and this investigation is the first step in the correlation
of such data with the various theories* Since there are so many
ramifioations to the problem, boundary layer, tunnel boundary interfer-
ence, deviations from a perfect gas, etc, this is but one snail phase
of the vast over-all problem, and it is hoped that it will serve as a
basis for future experimental work*
The principal aerodynamio characteristic obtained was the surface
pressure on various angles for wedges and cones at Haoh numbers ranging
from 2 to 12* The four existing theories used in the determination of
the theoretical pressure distribution worst
1* Oblique Shock Theory for tfodgej Txact Theory for Cone
2* First Order Theory - Linearised
3* Second Order Theory

84« Hypersonic Similarity*
A brief discussion of the above theories is given in Bart II*
For the theoretical calculation*, the configurations used woret
1. Wedge with apex angle* of 5°, 10°, 20°, 50°, 40°, 90°
and 60° at angle© of attaok of 0°, 2°, and 4°.
S. Cone with apex angles of 5° # 10°# 20° 50° 40°, 50°
and 00° at angle of attaok of 0°.
Due to lack of time, actual correlation with teet data woe not
possible in this report. Models of a 20° wedge and cone were con-
structed, and their details are included herewith*
It is planned that this report should serve as the first phase*
the basic groundwork, for the future experimental investigations of
hypersonio flow.

n. CALCTJIATI01E BY TI*£ VARIOUS THEORITS
A. Oblique Shook Way Theory for Iflod^e
The preeeure coefficient (CJ ii defined oe the ratio of the change








The normal shook relation for (i>> • P], Vp} ie (M- • 1 j.
To obtain the oorreot oblique shook relation, it is only noooeeery to
replace M. by M^ sin P, (Ref. 1;. Thus,

iVhere the relation between the wave an~le p and the flow defeotion
le
*)
Utilising this formula Tables I to III were computed and plotted in
Pigs* 5 to 7.
B« Enact Theory for Cone
The problem of supersonic flows around cones at sero angle of
attack is one of the two types of high speed flows in three-dimensions
that can be discussed nathenatieally without objectionable simplifica-
tion*
The fundamental equation of oonioal flow as derived by Sebert in
Hef• 2 and in a similar manner by Kopal, (Ref • S ;, is
etc*- S* - 0*

The solutions to this equation cannot be obtained analytically, so In
order to determine them, recourse must be had to numerical integration*
This has been carried out by Kopal and put in tabular farm. Re tabulates
the ratio of the pressure on the cone to that immediately behind the
shook wave P-/l^» Q"d the ratio of the pressure insaediately behind the
shook wave, to that of the undisturbed air in front of the shook nave.
Pjj/pj* The product of these two gives Pg/pj so i£ can be calculated, by
Pi
and
Following this procedure the data of Table IV were oaleulated and plotted
in Pig* 8*
C. First Order Theory - Wedge
By assuming irrotational flow and linearising the equations of
motion, a perturbation potential may be Introduced* Considering a
uniform rectilinear velocity E at oo . it is assumed that the deviations
of the velocity from U are small, and squares and higher powers of these
perturbation velocities are neglected. This assumption corresponds to
limiting the solid boundaries to shapes whose Inclination to U is always
ill*

The linearised equation of motion becomes, (Rof. 4.)
<Z?' <>*< <>*& e>*3
wivere
(away fron bodyy (neighborhood of bodyj
u^ -• u u constant uj U n^ 1
t^ - og -y
Uj - ^ - y
In terms of the potential function
where ftfcJ is the perturbation potential. The linearised pertur-
bation potential equation becomes
The same approximations are used for determining the pressure coef-









By aoivtnc the perturbation equation together with the boundary
conditions that the ncaraal derivative of
(f>
vanishes at all solid
boundaries, the pressure coefficient equation becomes
V^v" fa] ao**/*^
For the rede© j-^-^ ^ r is ncroly the tangent of the semi-apex
anclo & , or

8For the weds© ** angles of attack, this same equation holds by merely
subtracting or adding a to © for the upper or lower surfaces.
These calculations are given in Tables V, VI, and VIII and are
plotted in Pigs* 9, 10, and 11.
D. First Order Theory • Cone
Following von Karman, (Ref. 5;, the linearised potential equation
in cylindrical coordinates with axial syantetry is
Assuming that the effoots of inflnltesmls can be superimposed, the
potential of the additional velocities has the form
whars
Placing the origin at the vertex of the body* this integral oan be
transformed by letting

9The potential expression bee
end the velocity components are
<>* and ^
By solving the above equation von Karnan obtained for the over






The calculated results of this equation is given in Table VIII
and plotted in Pig* 12.
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B. Second Order Theory - Tfodge
The next step to the linearisation procedure used In the previous
section in an iteration procedure corres ponding to the general techni-
que of solution by successive approximations based on the theory of
perturbations, is the second approximation whioh may be made by several
different approaches. By introducing a parameter £ proportional to
the thickness ratio of the body under consideration, the potential
function may be expanded in a power series in T. This has been
carried out by Busemann, (Ref. Cj, for a two-dimensional supersonic
flow*
The Rusemaaa second approximation for the pressure coefficient is
Cp = * ^ * + *#*+ #**-&*• *
is the angle of flew defection, the semi-apex angle at sere angle
of attack. The computations based on this equation are given in Tables
IX, X,and XI and are plotted in Pigs* 18, 14, and 15.
F. Second Order Theory - Cone
For axiftlly-eyaraetric flow, the discovery of a partioular solution
of the iteration equation has reduced the problem of determining a




Following Van Ityke, (Ref . 7)9 the Iteration equation for a oono
where (xv t) are the conical non-orthoeonal ooordinatee and
$ is firet order perturbation potential
£ * £ + <& ie eeoond order perturbation potential




The cone has a semi-apex an^le t&n~*€ . using *^® integrating factor
£=- , the equation ean be integrated to give the result
where A «=
//yj'e* + e^^cf-'frsej
Substituting the first order solution into the iteration equation
and using the saae integrating factor again. Van Dyke obtains for the
complete conical second-order perturbation potential
The atrearwriae and radial Telocity perturbations are
per & t c — &
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B oust be adjusted to satisfy the tangency condition. It is easiest
to do this numerically in actual computation* From these results,
the pressure ooefflolent ean be calculated as
These oaloulated values are given in Table XII and plotted in Pig. 16.
0. hypersonic Similarity
Tsisn, (Kef. 8;, has developed the similarity laws for hypersonie
flows* An affined transforaatlon which expands the flew field laterally
reduoes the equations of the flows to a single non-dimensional equation*
If a series of bodies having the same thickness distribution but different
thickness ratio, o/j, are put into flows of different Maoh numbers M^
suoh that the products of Mj and &/b remains constant and equal to K,
then the flow patterns are similar in that they are governed by the same
transformed velocity potential.
For flow ever cones, Hayes, (Ref • 9;, interpretation is the propa-
gation of cylindrical waves from a uniformly expanding oiroular cylinder.
To solve the associated wave problem, it Is observed that the radial






The equations of equilibrium and continuity become
Introducing the following change* of variable
ub*>TGyU is the new independent variable and "a" denotes the local
velocity of sound, the equations above are transformed into
Shen, (Ref. 10;, solves these basic equations by expanding the
solution into a series near the initial point and using a standard nua-
erioal integration thereafter* From these results, the pressure ratio
at the cone surface P|/pi can be obtained. Calling the cone half-eagle





Keeping the similarity parameter Z constant will give the sane flew
pattern* Thus, a single curve of $<Jq vs K auffioee for various slen-
der cones in hypersonic flows*
/ 2
using Shan's tabulated results af ~ ve C fr ' it is a simple natter
to expand to values of M and C for various Qs • These results are
given in Table X7I and are plotted in Pig. 21.
For Ijypersonic flow over wedges Shen's procedure gives
C/>^ * /+/ + Z/f'J*+~'A
Utilising this equation. Table XIII of various values of Cy^ 2 and K
isobtained. These results are expanded as before for values of M and
C for various Qs • These data are given in Tables XIV. XV, and XVI




The conclusions of principal interest in the baeie problem will
esult from the correlation of the experimental data with that calcu-
lated from the various existing theories. Since in this report such
correlation is not as yet possible recourse must be had to a compari-
son of the various theories themselves*
For this purpose Fig* 22 has been plotted* This figure is a
cross-plot of Maoh number versus surface pressure coefficient as
calculated by the various theories for the model wedge and cone, i.e.,
for a 20° total apex angle. Prom a study of this curve, the following
conclusions may be drawn t
1* The first order theory gives values which are lower than
those of the exact or oblique shook theory throughout the entire Uaeh
number range* The amount of deviation increasee with the Maoh number*
2* The second order theory gives close agreement with the
exact theory at low Maoh numbers (below m 4 j# and is much closer
than the first order theory throughout the entire range*
8* The range over whioh first and second order theories may
be used is limited by the form of the equations* This range is deter-
mined by the apex anc le* For the 20° cone. Imaginary results are
obtained above IScch number of 11*0 by the first order theory and above
Maoh number of 3.7 by the second order theory.
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4. At the higher Sfcich nunbers (above 6; excellent agree*
merit is obtained between the hypersonic similarity and exact solu-
tions.
The lift ooeffioients for the 20° wedge at 2° and 4° ancle* of
s
attack were calculi-tod and plotted in Fig. 25. The same pattern of
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M 3° 10° 20* 50* 40° 50° 60°




— M ill II PI I P «l PPP»p»—1—PI— II » I III .PPPWP—PP—
2,0 .0716 .110 .25C5 .483 .665
4.0 .0241 ,0359 .1531 .2425 .379 .531 .738
6.0 .0177 .046 .106 .203 .329 .484 .666
8.0 .0148 .0325 .0939 .107 .3095 .463 .641
10.0 .0116 .0294 .0871 .1763 .802 .4513 .634






2° Angle of Attaek
1
5° 10° 20° 50° 40° 50° G0°
£•0 Cp upper ,0133
lower .104

























































































4° Angle of Attack










4.0 S upperlower .080 .0109• 116 .072.220 .150.354 .270.506 • 414.692 .578• 924






















































0° Angle of Attack
CP
s
I 10° 20° 30° 40° 50° 60°
2.0 .0548 •1046 .2026 • 8240 •475 .641
4.0 •0230 .0801 .1600 .2670 •882 • 551
6.0 .0217 .0720 .1900 .2565 .575 • 584
a.o •0X86 .0676 • 1468 .2550 •565 .524
10.0 •0186 •0669 .1440 .2520 •368 • 519






0° Ar^lo of Af
S
$
M 5° 10° SO 50® 40® 90° 60°
S«C .0503 .1006 .EOCG .5090 .4200 .5280 .6650
4.0 .C225 .0449 .09C9 .1S8C .1880 .2410 .2975
C.C .0143 .0296 .0596 .090C .1232 .1580 .1365
0.0 .0110 .0219 .044C .0672 .0914 .1172 .1450
lo.o .ooee .0175 .0555 .0530 .0732 .0939 .lieo






2° Angle of Attstak
s
M 5° 10° 20° 50° 40° 90° 60°
2.0 C upper .0604 .1625 .2665 .5755 .4900 .6130
F lover .0905 .1420 .2455 .5550 .4670 .5380 .7220
4.0 C upper .0269 .0725 .1190 .1678 .2190 .2740
P lower .0404 .0655 .1096 .1577 .2085 .2625 .5220
6.0 C upper .0177 .0476 .0781 .1100 .1485 .1800
F lower .0265 .0416 .0718 .1055 .1563 .1725 .2115
8.0 C upper .0151 .0554 .0380 .0876 .1066 .1555
p lower .0197 .0509 .0555 .0768 .1015 .1280 .1570
10.0 C upper .0105 .0285 .0464 .0654 .0854 .1070
P lower .0158 .0247 .0426 .0615 .0815 .1025 .1258
12.0 C upper .0087 .0255 .0586 .0544 .0709 .0888





4° Angle of Attack
8
M 5° 10° 20° 50° 40° 30° 60°
2.0 C upper -.0502 .0201 .1214 .2240 .5519 .4450 .5650
? lower .1512 .1850 .2880 .5975 .5140 .6590 .7780
4.0 C upper -.0155 .0090 .0542 .1000 .1400 .1980 .2510
P lower .0533 .0316 .1233 .1775 .2295 .2855 .5475
6.0 C upper -.0089 .0059 .0556 .0656 .0970 .1500 .1650
lower .0585 .0556 .0844 .1165 .1508 .1875 .2230
8.0 C p upper -.0066 .0044 .0264 .0488 .0720 .0965 .1225
lower .0286 .0598 .0626 .0865 .1118 .1591 .1695
10.0 Cp upper -.0055 .0055 .0212 .0591 .0677 .0772 .0980
lower .0229 .0519 .0502 .0695 .0895 .1113 .1558
12,0 Cp upper -.0044 .0029 .0176 .0524 .0479 .064? .0815






0° Ancle of Attack
s
U J° 10° 20° 30° 40° SO 60°
£.0 .0154 .0294 .1148 .^0S<5 .2332 .3720 .4400
4.0 .0094 .0268 .0658 .0980 .0952 .0646
6*0 ' .0078 .0206 .0402 .0554
8.0 .0066 .0162 .0220






0° Ancle of Attack
P
M 5° 10° 20° 30° 40° 50° 60°
2*0 ,0551 .1068 .2460 .4020 ,5610 .7820 1.0000
4*0 ,0255 .0519 .1276 .2190 .5500 .4590 .6070
6.0 .0170 .0571 ,0960 .1721 .£651 .5775 ,K>87
8,0 .0153 ,0500 .0608 .1481 .2540 .5488 .4625
10.0 .0111 ,0257 .0720 .1559 .fl68 ,5£ .4552






2° Ancle of Attack
10° 20° 50° 40° 50° 60°Jft 9 MJ C\f OK) nfiJ z*j~ ou-
2.0 Cp upper .0101 .0644 .1838 .5371 .5070 .6990 .9160V
lower .0996 .1627 .8054 .4717 .6600 .8695 1.1040
4.0 C tipper .0045 .0504 .0960 .1805 .2852 .4050 .5460
P lower .0480 .0811 .1615 .2614 .5795 .5161 .6720
6.0 C upper .0030 .0255 .0709 .1589 .2255 .5306 .4554
V lower .0540 .0598 .1256 .2069 .5035
,
.4232 .5655
6.0 C upper .0022 .0168 .0566 .1189 .1976 .2954 .4116
* lower .0271 .0486 .1055 .1809 .2744 .5862 .5162
10.0 C upper .0016 .0158 .0515 .1078 .1820 .2743 .5865
lower .0252 .0424 .0946 .1657 .2547 .5622 .4875
12.0 C upper .0015 .0121 .0468 .0994 .1707 .2605 .5695





4° Angle of Attack
$

























6.0 Cp upper -.0081 .0065 .0487 .1094 .1884 .2872 .4055
lower .0859 .0850 .1544 .: .5541 .4815 .6266
8.0 C upper -.0058 .0043 .0595 .0927 .1040 .2551 .5652
P lower .0441 .0692 .1550 .2165 .5172 .4367 .5740
10.0 Cp upper -.0045 .0059 .0542 .0350 .1499 .2356 .5595
lower .0385 .0615 .1206 .1995 .2952 .4098 .5422
12.0 C upper -.0036 .0035 .0307 .0763 .1401 .2222 .5237





S 10° S * 20° S 50° S 40*







S.34 .0253 2.14 .1010 1.70 .5476
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c "— 11 c
pl
2.89 •422 1. 99 ,654 1.68 ,.720 1.96 .925
8.00 .878 2.47 ,.580 2.8S ,,640 2.94 .780
4.58 .817 8.71 ,.490 8.53 ,,540 5.92 .721
5.96 •296 4.95 ..458 4.70 ,500 5.89 .694
a. 95 .274 7.42 ,.424 7.06 .466 7.85 • 654
12.00 .265 9.90 , 410 9.40 ,.458 9.80 •646




1.88 1.0 10 2.40 1.170
2.82 • 850 5.20 1.080
8.78 .786 4.80 1.010
5.78 .755 6.40 • 980
7.50 .712 8.00 • 964
9.40 .700 9.60 .960
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M Oblique First Second ^/pereonic
Shock Order Order Similitude
2,0 .1229 .079T .1102 .0907
4.0 .0675 .0355 .0654 .0750
CO .0617 .0226 .0510 .0650
8.0 .0599 .0171 .0445 .0587
10,0 .0580 •0144 •0414 .0556










2.0 .2391 .1590 .2197 .2221
4.0 • 1418 .0714 .1265 .1457
6.0 .1268 .0457 .1006 .1507
8.0 .1211 .0552 .0892 .1500
10.0 • 1154 .0276 .0856 .1551





Pig. 3 - 20° WEDGE
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